Drexel Integrated Sciences Building
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The Constantine Papadakis Integrated Sciences
Building, named for the late faculty president, represents Drexel University’s commitment to environmental education and initiatives. In an effort to
enhance the learning environment and foster the
highest level of academic discussion and engagement for students, this new campus landmark was
planned to expand the institutional capacity. To
achieve these goals, Madison Concrete Construction worked with members of the design team to
construct a functional facility for the campus.
The six-story, 140,000-square-foot, cast-in-place
concrete building required 9,000 cubic yards of
structural concrete frame and filigree construction, along with the foundation and retaining walls.
Located at 33rd and Chestnut Streets on campus,
the building is comprised of three wings surrounding a full-height triangular atrium. The focal
point of the atrium is the 22-foot wide, 80-foot tall
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living biowall, which uses plants to naturally cool,
humidify and filter indoor air (also the only one
of its kind at a U.S. university). Each wing connects at each level with pedestrian links that work
to distribute lateral forces and required detailed lateral analysis. The building houses 44 research and
teaching laboratories for biology, chemistry and
biomedical engineering, as well as a lecture hall,
offices and a career center. The science building
earned Silver LEED certification.

OWNER: Drexel University
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: Turner
Construction Company
OTHER TEAM MEMBERS: JDM Materials,
Inc.; ReSteel Supply; Ulma Formwork; Aluma
Systems; PERI Formwork; Bayshore Rebar
ENGINEER: Halcrow Tolles / Keast & Hood
ARCHITECT: Diamond & Schmitt
COMPLETION DATE: Fall 2011
SERVICES PROVIDED:

The $69.5 million structure opened with its dedication in September 2011, and is considered to be
the new gateway to the University’s academic core,
promoting and leveraging the University’s growth
and engagement in scientific education and research. The Constantine Papadakis Integrated Sciences Building is used for research, international
conferences on environmental sustainability and
biological research.
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New construction
Structural Concrete Frame construction
Filigree construction
Foundations/Retaining walls

